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HJEMARKS ClN- 'GLOBAL EXISTEI''-l"CE OF CLASSICAL 
SOLUTION TO MULTI~DHVIENSIOJ"JAL COMPRESSIBLE 
EULER-PC•ISSON EQUATIONS WITH GEOMETRICAL 
SYIVHviETRY 
SATOSHI MASAKI 
_A_BSTRACT. -\Ale give a necessary and sufficient condition for the global 
existence of the classical solution to the Cauchy problem of the com-
pressible Euler-Poissor:_ equoXi.ons wi_th radial syrarnetry. V/e introduce 
a nevv quantity which describes the balance between the initial velocity 
of che How and the strength of the force governed by Poisson equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1Ne consider the Euler-Poisson 
(1.1) 
where x) E 
constal1t" 
Pt -:- =0, 
Vt +- v · \.lv = 
Ll<D = p, 
the conservation of mass, Newton's second 
ue1w .. lll;6 , say, the electric field in terms of tb_e 
are the rnass p = p( t, the 
<:]} = <:]} ( t, x). ), is a 
In this paper, we assume that the unlmmvns have radial symmetry and 
concentrate on the multi-dirnensional model: 
--1- Dr(r"-1pv) = 0, 
=0, 
( 1.6) 
for ][l;_+ with initial data 
(1.7) (p, v )(0, T) = (po, vo)(T'), Po ? 0. 
r ); 0 denotes the distance from the the unknowns are 
and <D = T). 
arise in many such as 
gaseous stars, quantum and semi-
etc. There i,s a arnount of literature available on the 
behavior of Euler-Poisson and related from local existence in the 
small of a state [19, 21, 11] to existence of 
·-o·l -·IlL ["·o] ,"or 
---- Lo'::iL L LJ._, _ 
symmetry [8]. For the two-carrier types in 
The rela:~ation limit for the weak entropy 
case, and [15] for isothermal case. 
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class of initial data near a 
the flmv is irrotational. 
state is obtained 
dimensional case 
obtained in , ::md the 
is deduced in [23]. In [10], the breakdown ofthe 
strong solution is studied from the view of critical threshold. give 
a criterion in one-dimensional case w·ithout symmetry and 
with m one and four dimension. A suHicient condition 
for finite-time breakdown without symmetry is obtained in 6], 
and the of the critical threshold for the 
two-dimensional restricted Euler-Poisson ~~1 c·~····~···· is in [18]. 
In this paper, the method in , we discuss the necessary and 
suHicient conditions for existence of the solution to the Euler-
Poisson "VVith 7) in multi-dimensional 
case. 
1.1. The Euler-Poisson equations and the Schrodinger-Poilsson sys~ 
tem. The Euler-Poisson (l.l)-(L3) are related to the 





One way to 





to the scaled Planck's con-
and ¢o in the initial data. are 
In the limiting process h -> 0, 
x) -1- (t, x) -1- x)-i-···). 
transform 
x) = 








(/"(0, X), \78h(0, X)) = (lao 12, v( c/Jo -1- h arg ao)). 
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This limit is treated in and the 
---' pv 
is in the sense of Radon measure with some restrictive 
Though this convergence svggests that the solution Hh may have the asymp-
+ o(l)), it is not sa1:.Is1aCI~ory. 
(1.8) is to transform 
(1.9) 
and consider the system 
+ 
It is essential that 
is that the system 
syste1n o;vith sen1.ilineeur It is proven in 
locally for 0 ~ h « 1 and the solution ( ah, 
=a+ + -:- ... 
this to (L9), we obtain WKB estimate 
(1.10) x) = (po(t,x) + hp1(t,x) + 
with p0 = in a time interval which is small (in 
of the parameter. This method is first to 
Sobolev data ( [13]) for certain class of llU'lllllH"'"l 
in [1, 9, 4, 2, 5]. We also note that the u"'"""'al•lU.u of the form 
( L 10) leads to some results for the "usual", that non-scaled 
nonlinear 5]). One verifies that che 
(1.11) r l 
l 
+ (vw · 'VJ'a + -a6·>;!f = o. 2 I 
+ = 0, 
= (ao, v¢o)-
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Hence, we see that p := = l!lol 2 and v := v\l! also solves 
Either vv-ay, the of the of the global estimate of the 
form (1.10) is related to the existence of the solution 
to (EP), If the solution of (EP) is not and breaks down in finite 
it that the vVKB type estimate breaks clown at the 
same tin'le, The converse is not so clear, In one-dimensional case, this limit 
and the time WKB type estimate is in [17] the result in 
[10], 
1.2, Critical thresholds. Before 'We recall 
the p&xt of the result in [10], introduce the notion of critical thresholds 
and several sufficient conditions for existence and finite-time 
breakdown in terms of the initial 
the time t ? Q, The necessary and sufficient condition for 
existence is obtained in the case n = 1 or 4, For a s, we 
define 
Ds:=JC([O,oo)) ifs=O, l oo)) n C 3 ((0, oo)) if s > Q, 
Theorem 1.1 thresholds in lD case, [10]). 
Po E D 8 , and vo E Ds+l with vo(O) = 0 some 




zem, If Po and 
(1,7) 
p E C2 ([0, oo), 
v E C1([0, 
allow the case where 
then the 
The soltdion is in C2 ([0, , ([0, , D 1) >< 
and also solves (Ll)-(L3) in the distribution sense, 
), < 0, 
Theorem 1.2 thresholds in 4D case, [10]). n = 4, )\ < 0, 
Po E ns' ar:d Vo 
C(r) = v6(r) + 
global if and only if 
(1) ?Oif 
with vo(O) = 0 some s, Let 
The classical soltdion to (L4) 7) is 
conditions hold all R > 0: 
(2) ? 0 and vo(R) + Rvb(R) > -/2REJrC(R),' 
in the last we allow the case where the both sides 
zero, and vo the above condition then the solution 
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBLE EULER-POISSON EQUATIONS 
of (1.4) -(1. 7) satisfies 
p E C2([0, oo), D 8 ) n C00 ((0, oo), D 8 ), 
v E C1 ([0, oo), ns+l) n C00 ((0, oo), ns+1 ), 
<I'> E C2 ([0, oo), ns+2 ) n C00 ((0, oo), ns+2 ). 
The solution is unique in C2 ([0,oo),D0 ) x C1 ([0,oo),D1) x C2 ([0,oo),D2) 
and also solves (1.1)-(1.3) in the distribution sense. 
Remark 1.3. The above two theorems are true also in the cases= 0. How-
ever, in that case, p is not differentiable. Then, introducing a new un-
known m(t,r) := J; p(t,s)sn-1ds and replacing (1.4) with the equation 
Otm + vorm = 0, we say the solution (p, v, <I'>) is "classical" in the sense that 
(m, v, <I'>) solves this equation and (1.5)-(1.7) in the classical sense. This is 
also true for Theorems 1.6, 1.7, and 1.12, below. 
Remark 1.4. The assumption vo(O) = 0 is natural because when we try to 
reconstruct the solution (r, v, P) of (1.1)-(1.3), the velocity v should be 
v(t,x) = (x/lxl)v(t, lxl). 
Remark 1.5. If (p,v,<P) is a solution to (1.4)-(1.7), then, for any constant 
c, (p, v, <I'> +c) also solves (1.4)-(1.7). Therefore, in above theorems, the 
solution is unique under certain condition on <1'>, such as <1'>(0, 0) = 0. This is 
valid for all results below (Theorems 1.6, 1.7, 1.12 and Corollaries 1.17 and 
1.20). 
One-dimensional case is so simple that everything is made explicit. On 
the other hand, what is special in four-dimensional case is that we can 
write down some integral quantity explicitly. Essentially, their method gives 
necessary and sufficient condition for all other dimensions. However, when 
we try to state them in terms of the slope of the initial velocity, complex 
descriptions are inevitable. This is why they give only sufficient conditions 
for global existence and finite-time breakdown. They mentioned in [10] 
that some further tedious calculations may enable us to obtain a complex 
criterion. 
1.3. Main results. The purpose of this paper is to perform the "further 
tedious calculation" and determine the necessary and sufficient condition for 
global existence/finite-time breakdown in the case other than n = 1, 4. We 
introduce a new quantity with which we state the necessary and sufficient 
condition for global existence (we have already used in Theorem 1.2). For 
n ~ 3, we define 
2 2.\ 1r n-1 C(r) := vo(r) - ( ) _2 Po(s)s ds. n- 2 rn 0 
This quantity represents the balance between the initial velocity and the 
strength of the force governed by the Poisson equation. This quantity clar-
ifies the conditions for higher dimensions. Note that 
1 2.\rpo(r) 2.\ 1r n 1 OrC(r) = 2vo(r)v0(r)- ( ) + --=1 Po(s)s - ds, 
n- 2 rn o 
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which contains the information E~bout vb. 'vVhen we restrict ourselves to the 
case v0 > 0, then the use of dCJes not the of the 
conditions so nmch. However, in this paper, vve the method in 
and allow the case v0 :( 0. The is that some condition is in 
terms of C and if n ? 3 then 
one sufficient condition for finite-time 
such that < 0 1.7, 
statement clea.rer. 
that there exists R > 0 
the use of C makes the 
Before 
the attractive case 
useful for the 
existenceo 
case ) .. < 0, vre first illustrate the result in 
it turns out that the C1(T') is very 
of the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
'Theorem L6 
n ;::;: l, Po r:: D 8 , and Vo E 
thresholds for c~.ttractive 
with vo (0) = 0 
If n 1 or 2 then the 
= 0, vo(r) :?: 0, and 
if Po =/= 0 then the solution 




T?te sohtiion is 
and alBa solves 
In this case~ 
;::;: 0, 
all T? 0. 
:?: 0. In 
tinw. 
that the characteristic cuxve at T = FL reaches r· = 0 in finite time. 
If then it that the shock is formed because outer 
wave propagates slm;ver than inner vvave does. The 
'Ne now turn to the < 0. In 
the situation becomes more vVHliJLCvC'U 
the property vo < 0 does not 
time breakdown. Moreover, 
which is a necessary and suitl.cient 
condition with the information of initial 




'Ne now state our main result. 
in Definition 2.8. 'vVe also 
C(r) := v6(r) + 
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the otlu::.T 
VU.'J'ti,'W'f/,8 J 
the classical soltdion zs 




is 7net. On, 
all r > 0, 
e:x;istence 'is 
aT~d also so-trues in the clistrib?J,tion sense, 
As stated this theorem holds also 
< G; 




(3) 0 < 
1 
< 
for vo = 
that e,i-ther one 
= 0 and 
and 
n); 5 ancZ 
-wl"ere In is a constant 
> 0 and 
and 
(b) n = 4 and 
and 
s = 0, see RemB,rk L3, 
,\ < 0, n ~ 3, and > 0, 
three conditions hulds.o 
)., < 0, ~ = Q, 




(c) n;:;: 5 and 
. ' 1 (n- 2)C2 
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\ 
- 2C ) 
1.De O'tnit J"":(, VaTiable in C1, and 
Proposition. LlO for va < 0). 
vo < 0. the PCF'B is that = 8 or either one 
cortditions holds: 
(1) < 0; 
















These conditions are but Once we know the initial 
Po and the initial vo, we can calculate the condition. Of 
course, in the four-dimensional case, the coEdition obtained 
1.9, and 1.10 becomes the same one as in Theorem 1.2. 
Lll. If n = 4, the PCF'B 
nMnm·.nu condition.· 
< 0; 
= 0 and vo 
> 0 and 
-f-
+ 
·in 1 and 
In the two-din"lensional case, the 
nitions. We introduce 
A and C have different defi-
A(r) := 
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and 
C(r) := vo(r?- A(r) logr. 
With these quantities, we obtain a similar theorem. 
Theorem 1.12. Suppose A < 0, n = 2, and Po E Ds, and vo E Ds+l with 
vo(O) = 0 for an integers :) 1. Then, the classical solution of (1.4)-(1.7) 
breaks down in finite time if and only if there exists R such that one of 
the following PCFB (given in Propositions 1.13, 1.14, and 1.15, below) is 
met. On the other hand, the classical solution is global if and only if, for 
all r > 0, the PCFB does not hold. If the condition for global existence is 
satisfied, then the corresponding solution satisfies 
p E C2 ([0, oo), D 8 ) n C00 ((0, oo), D 8 ), 
v E C1([0, oo ), Ds+l) n C00 ( (0, oo ), Ds+l ), 
<I> E C2 ([0, oo), D 8 +2 ) n C00 ((0, oo), D 8+2 ). 
Furthermore, it is unique in C2 ([0, oo ), D 0 ) x C 1 ([0, oo ), D 1 ) x C2 ([0, oo ), D 2) 
and also solves (1.1)-(1.3) in the distribution sense. 
Proposition 1.13 (PCFB for vo > 0). Suppose A< 0, n = 2, and vo(R) > 
0. Then, the PCFB is that 
I A(R) 
vo(R) < 2Rvo(R) 
(? exp( -orC(R) / OrA(R)) > R) and that either one of following conditions 
holds: 
(1) Po(R) = 0 (orA(R) = 0); 
(2) OrA(R) > 0 and 
1 1 (exr(- ~~~~~l) orC(R) + orA(R) logy d 0 
vo(R) +2}R (C(R)+A(R)logy)312 y~ . 
Proposition 1.14 (PCFB for vo = 0). Suppose A< 0, n = 2, and vo(R) = 
0. Then, the PCFB is A(R) > 0 and that either one of following conditions 
holds: 
(1) po(R) = 0 {orA(R) = 0); 
(2) OrA(R) > 0 and 
Rv~(R) ~- yiA(R)~orA(R) eR~C:{R) 
A(R) 
+ 2A(R) - RorA(R) rR8rA(R) ~-
4 Jl y10gZ 
Proposition 1.15 (PCFB for vo < 0). Suppose A< 0, n = 2, and vo(R) < 
0. Then, the PCFB is A(R) = 0 or either one of following conditions holds 
(we omit all R variables, for simplicity): 
(1) Po= 0 (orA= 0); 
(2) OrA > 0 and 
(a) Or(v5):) A/R+ (orA)log(ReAf0 ); 
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(1) n = 1, .\ < 0, and 
n = ),, < 0, and 
' . 1 
PW') = 1 _!_ T2' 
I ' 
and 
."i11:rmrJ.qp PoE r1L1((0, oo), 
solu-
Cm·oHary L 17. 
is not uu;n,r,u;o•.u.u 
the solut?:on 
and the initial data is 
vo(O) = 0 and vo ---+ 0 as T ~, oo. 
if and only if > 0 and n ? 3, 
tlten vo E 





([G, >< ([O,oo),L)1)x ([0, 
in !;he distribnt·ion sense. 
In the case where n = 1, 2 and ,\ > 0, v,re deduce from Theorem 
1.6 that the solution breaks down in finite time because 
Let n? chen the Po E 
r --7 oo C\-'-Tt) --7 Cl as R -+ co. SiDce 
see from Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 that the solution is 
the case < 0, C = 0 implies p0 = which excluded by 
the case .\ > 0, the solution is if we take the 
.j(n-2)~n 2 Jt' Po(s)sn-lds. D 
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Remark 1.18. In 1.17, the 
tation. This is because we can solve (2.4), of 
variables. In this the case ), < 0, n = 1 and the case .,\ < 0, n = 2 
are ex.cluded. If ,\ < 0 and n = 2 tben it is not clear whether or not the 
of 1.17 leads to nonexistence of but 
another non-existence result holds. On the other the case 
where )\ < 0 and n = 1 must be excluded since the fir.st 
1.16 is counter This 
different version also fa.ils if n = 1. 
Corollary 1.19. Let;\< 0 and n?: 
~.ooasj~,oo 
exists 
) = 0 all 
< oo, and 
down in 
--7 0 as } ----+ oo 0 t.he 
solution 
In the n ?: 3 case, = 0 leads to 
Since Po is > 0 for 
0 a.s j --;. c0 we conclude that < 
j, which is a sufficient condition for finite-time breakdown. 
to the two dimensional case. Vve now show 
then the FCFB for R = m 
satisfied and so the solution breaks down in time. Since Po is 
we can suppose J1(Tj) = > 00 The case p0 (rj) = 0 is trivial 




is true for some j. Since the left lmnd side is upper bounded 
it sufiices to show that the hand side is 
j. Notice that the hand side of (1.13) can be written as 
Q" 
ull1Ce 




= _ _l:_e'" + /x ,jlog z 2::r 
n ?: 1, Po 
-(L7) is 
D 
Pc > 0 is a constant, and vo = 0, 
if and if,\< 0. If .A. < 0 then 
C') Ov 
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the solution 
and also sobes 
TNe first consider ), case. Since Po is not zero, solution breaks 
down if n = l, 2. In the case n ~ we have < 0 for all R > 0, which 
leads to finite time breakdown. 
Let lLS show that the solution is if ;, < 0. The one-dimensional 
case is obvious from Theorem 1.1. In the tvlo-di:nJensional ~ .. ve 
Theorem 1.12. The PCFB is 
vo = 0. Notice that il(R) = 
vpu~Hlu.u 1.14 for all R > 0 because 
> 0 for all 
R > 0. in the we see that solution breaks down if and 
if there exists > 0 such that 
/A(Ho)RofJ,.lt(Ro) 




the left hand side is zero, and the second term of the right hand 




c2Be. Notice that 
Ul 
Ro such lJmt 
= 0. Since the first term 
does not exist and so the solution to 
is the Saine as in tY\ro,~d_inlensional 
and so that 
is obvious that there does not exist 
=-c::-~~=-c:- In the cases n == 3 and n ?: 5.) 
1, vve 
D 
The rest of paper is as follows: VVe first collect some 
results and illustrate the strategy for in Section 2. The main issues 
there are a reduction of the Euler-Poisson and an introduction of the notion 
of condition for finite-time breakduwn. we prove our main 
theorems in section 3. 
2. PRELIIvliNAFUES 
2.1. R.ecL!!cUou of the Euler~ Poisson to an ODE for char~ 
act:edstic curve. '<lve reduce the above system (1 4)-(1.7) the 
characteristic curve X defined by an ODE 
== v(t~ =R 
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and introducing the "mass" 
m(t,r) :=for p(t,s)sn-lds. 
Then, an integration of (1.4) yields 
(1.4') 
which is written as 
(2.1) d dtm(t,X(t,R)) = 0. 
Integrating (1.6) and combining with (1.5), we also have 
(2.2) d
2 d .>..m(t, X(t, R)) 
dt2X(t, R) = dt v(t, X(t, R)) =- (X(t, R))n-1 . 
Note that (2.1) implies that the mass is conserved along the characteristic 
curve. Thus, we get an ODE for X: 
(2.3) X"(t, R) =-X~~~;~1 , X'(O, R) = vo(R), X(O, R) = R, 
where mo is the "initial mass" mo(R) =foR po(s)sn-lds. This reduction is 
the key for our analysis. Multiply both sides by X' to obtain 
(2.4) , 2 2 2.>..mo(R) 2.>..mo(R) (X (t, R)) = vo(R) - (n- 2)Rn-2 + (n- 2)X(t, R)n-2 
if n:): 3 and 
(2.5) (X'(t, R))2 = vo(R)2 + 2.>..m0 (R) log X(~ R) 
if n = 2. 
We now state the result about existence of X. We regard X(t, R) as a 
function JR+ x JR+ ---+JR. For a nonnegative integers, we define 
ns ·= {C([O,oo)) 
. C([O, oo)) n C8 ((0, oo)) 
if s = 0, 
if s > 0. 
For nonnegative integers s1, s2 and intervals h, h, we define 
C81 ' 82 (h X h)= {f(t,x): h X h---+ lRiafa~f E C(h X h), 
\fa E [0, s1], \:fb E [0, s2]}. 
Proposition 2.1 (Existence and regularity of solution of ODE (2.3)). Sup-
pose n :): 1 and .>.. E JR. Let s be a nonnegative integer and assume Po E D8 
and vo E ns+l with vo(O) = 0. Then, mo E ns+l holds, and for any R > 0 
there exists t(R) > 0 such that X(t, R) is defined from ODE (2.3) in an 
interval [O,t(R)). Moreover, if there exists T > 0 such that X(t,R) > 0 
holds for all (t, R) E [0, T) x (0, oo ), then we have 
X E C2•8+1 ([0, T) x (0, oo)) n coo,s+l((O, T) x (0, oo)). 
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2.2. I,oeali existence of the solution of (1.4)-(1.7). We introduce the 
indicator function 
Th2 
Lemma 2"2 5.1 in [10]). Consider the EuleT-Poisson 
7). Let ..~Y be chara.cter,istic crurveJ tl&en 
J'v[ oreoveT, the sol'utior& is 
we deduce the 
[10]). The smooth solution to the radial 
EuleT-Poisson zs if and if 
all t ;?: 0 and R ;?: the smooth solution to the 
BuleT-Poisson breaks down at t tc if and only if the 
sorne 1rt == 
fJ~'vvlu.tcc to determine a function X which solves the ODE 
we can define the solution to the Euler-Poisson 
as and r = are 
existence of the solution of 
and ass1£'rne p0 E n.s 




Remark 2.5. In above s = 0 then p is not differ-
entiable. In that case, we use the mass m Instead of p and consider the 
modified and 
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Remark 2.6. If (p,v,<P) is a solution to (1.4)-(1.7), then, for any constant 
c, (p, v, <P +c) also solves (1.4)-(1.7). Therefore, in above theorems, the 
solution is unique under certain condition on 1?, such as 1?(0, 0) = 0 (See, 
also Remark 1.5). 
Proof. We first show X(t, 0) = 0 fortE [0, T). Since liminfR_,o r(t, R) > 0, 
we haveR::;; CX(t, R) for small R. Then, the fact that m0 (R) = O(Rn) as 
R---+ 0 gives 
IX"(t R)l = 1>-lmo(R) ~ cmo(R) = O(R) 
' X(t, R)n-1 "' Rn-1 
as R---+ 0. Taking the limit R---+ 0, we obtain X"(t,O) = 0 fortE [O,T). 
By X'(O, 0) = vo(O) = 0 and X(O, 0) = 0, we have X'(t, 0) = X(t, 0) = 0 
fortE [0, T). It gives the continuities of X, X', and X" (and higher time 
derivatives) around R = 0: 
X E C2•0 ([0, T) x [0, oo )) n C2•8+1([0, T) x (0, oo)) 
nC00 •0 ((0,T) X [O,oo))ncoo,s+l((O,T) X (O,oo)). 
Then, the existence part is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. 
We prove the uniqueness. It suffices to show in the case s = 0. Let 
(pi, vi, <Pi) (i = 1,2) be two solutions to (1.4'), (1.5)-(1.7) which satisfy 
Pi E C2 ([0, T), D0 ), 
ViE C1([0,T),D1), 
<Pi E C2([0, T), D2). 
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that <Pi(O, 0) = 0 since, otherwise, 
we only have to replace <Pi(t, x) by ;;r?i(t, x) = <Pi(t, x) -<Pi(O, 0). Now, solving 
ftXi(t,R) = vi(t,X(t,R)), we can define the characteristic curves X1 and 
X2, and the indicator functions r1 and r2. Then, we have 
ri E C2([0,T),C((O,oo))). 
Since two solutions exist until t < T, for all R > 0 and o > 0 there exist 
positive constants C1 = CI ( R, o) and C2 = C2 ( R, o) such that 
Xi(t, R) ): c1 > 0 and ri(t, R) ): c2 > 0, \It E [0, T-o]. 
Recall that both X1 and X2 solve 
X"(t, R) = ->. X~,o~~-1 , X'(O, R) = v0 (R), X(O, R) = R. 
We fix R > 0 and o > 0. If n = 1 then we immediately obtain X1(t, R) = 
X2(t, R) fortE [0, T-o]. Let us proceed to the case n): 2. Using the fact 
that 
lx1(t,~)n-1- X2(t,~)n-11::;; n~11X1(t,R)-X2(t,R)I 
for all t E [0, T - o], and applying Gronwall's lemma to 
X(t, R) = R +it X'(r)dr, X'(t, R) = vo(R) -lot X~~~~-1 dr, 
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we deduce that 
T - 5]. Since R > 0 is 
t E [0, T- 5] 
R ? 0 and t E [0, T) since .5 > 0 is also 
conclude that Pl = p2, 'VJ = v2, a.nd so 
2.3. Pointwise condition for finite-time breakdown, 
the discussion on existence. rneans of Lemma. 2.2 and 
it is clear that the existence of tc > 0 such that = 0 
D 
finite-time breakdown of the solution. The next lemma suggests 
that the existence of tc > 0 such that = 0 with some > 0 also 
leads to the same situation. 
Lem:rna '':t 'L Let ){, be a chamcteTistic 
some to > 0 and 0 :(: 
Sloch that r(t, R) = 0. In ' if 
> 0, then there e:cist t :(: to and R :(: Ro such /:hat 
to enstue the existence of the 
it suffices to start with the initial data for which 
=0. 
'1/R > 0 and f(t, > 0, \fR?: 0 
we introduce the notion of 
> 0 and 
condition 
which is "almost" the necessary and suH1eient 






necessary and condition 
= 0 hold 
breakdown. 
Proposition 2.!:1. The local solution to the mdial Euler-Poisson 
(1.4) -(1.7) breaks down in time if and 
the-re exist some R ?: 0 such that the PCF'B is met 
lwc:;octHJ.lt) of vvill be clear with this 
co 1Jcv.un.md.u.u of the PCFBs is the for the of Theorems 1. 
2.4. Construction of the solution of . At the end of this sec-
we confirm that the solution of (1.4)-(1.7) solves the 
Proposition 2.10. 
vo E D 1 with vo(O) = 0. 
·n ? l and 
Let (p, v, 
x) := 
be 
E R Asswne Po E 
solution to (1.4)-(1. 
x) = (x/lxl)v(t, 
the EuleT-Poisson cucw&Hn 
'in the distTibtdion sense. 
Itt-+ = 0, 
v 1; + v · 'Vv = -/\'VP, 
L:.P = r 
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Proof. Suppose that the solution of (1.4)-(1.7) exists fort< T. We take a 
test function r.p(t,x) E CQ'([O,T) x Rn). Since (m,v,<I>) solves (1.4'), (1.5)-
(1.7) in the classical sense, the triplet (r, v, P) solves the (1.1')-(1.3') in 
the distribution sense in {lxl -1- 0}. Indeed, for all R > E: > 0 and fixed 
0 < t < T, we have 
1 (rt+div(rv))r.pdx= { dw1Ror(mt+rorm)(r)r.p(r,w)dr c:<ixi<R } sn-1 c: 
= lsn- 1 [(mt + rorm)(R)r.p(R, w)- (mt + rorm)(~::)r.p(~::, w)] dw 
- { dw1R(mt+rorm)(r)orr.p(r,w)dr=0. }sn-1 c: 
Hence, we only consider the case where ([0, T) x {0}) n suppr.p -1- 0. Put a 
positive small number E: > 0 and set Q(~::) := {x E Rnl supl:(i:(n lxil < ~::} 
and Xc:(x) := lQ(c:)(x). Then, denoting JJ fgdxdt by (!,g), we have 
(2.10) (rt + div(rv), r.p) = (xc:rt, r.p) + (xc:div(rv), r.p). 
We show that the left hand side is equal to zero. The first term of the right 
hand side is bounded by 
c I ( r r(t, x)dx) dt + c r r(O, x)dx. 
JQ(c:) JQ(c:) 
We write the inverse map of R f-+ X(t, R) by X f-+ R(t, X). This is well-
defined as a map from R+ to itself and the two limits R ---. 0 and X ---. 0 
are equivalent since [)RX(t, R) > 0 for all R > 0 and X(t, 0) = 0 as long as 
solution exists. By the formula of p given in Lemma 2.2, it holds that 
r r(t,x)dx:;::;; r r(t,x)dx }Q(c:) Jlxl:(foc: 
= [Vn" R(t,x)n-lpo(R(t,x))xn-ldx 
Jo xn-lr(t,R(t,x)) 
{R(t,foc:) 
= Jo po(r)rn-ldr---. 0 
as E:---. 0 since Po(O) < oo by continuity. The second term in the right hand 
side of (2.10) is written as l:~=l (xc:8i(rv), r.p). We estimate only the case 
i = 1 and n = 2: 
(xc:8l(rv),r.p) =loT["" ((rvr.p)(t,~::,x2)- (rvr.p)(t,-~::,x2))dx2dt 
- {T { (rvo1r.p)(t,x)dxdt. 
lo JQ(c:) 
Since v(t,O) = ftX(t,O) = 0 and v is continuous, we see that v(t,x) is 
bounded in [0, T] x Q(~::), and so is v. Thus, both terms of the right hand 
side of (2.10) tend to zero because JQ(c:) r(t,x)dx---. 0 as E:---. 0, as checked 
above. Therefore, the left hand side of (2.10) is zero since E: is arbitrary. 
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+v·vv+.A.vP,(p) =Oand(LlP-r, 
(1.6), and so that 
~o 
as c------+ 0. D 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 
3.1. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and L2. Let us first introduce tb.e 
critical thresholds in n = 1, 4 and Tadmor in 
is in these cases is that the can be solved 
VIe begin with the one-dimensional case. 
Theor-em .1. obtain 
I J\ I ·m.o Ut.J· 2 
- R -'- v (R)~ + \ L 
- ... 1Q_L0 2 i 
and so 
r(t, 
The sohrt.ion is global if and if these two values stay for all 
time. X(t, > 0 holds for all t > 0 if and if vo(R) ~ 0 or 
v0 (R) 2 -1>-IRmo(R)/2 < 0, and X(t, > 0 holds for all t > 0 if and 
if vb(R) ~ 0 or (vb(R)) 2 -l),lpo(R)/2 < 0. Therefore, the solution is global 
if and if 
vo(R) > -/21/\IRmo(R), and vb(R) >-
for all R > 0. Moreover, it is easy to check that the case vo(R) = mo(R) = 0 
and the case vb(R) = p(R) = 0 is also admissible. D 
to (2.4), we see that 
which R)2)" = 
R) = /R2 + 2v0 (R)Rt + C(R)t2 
and so 
r(t, 
Since (vo(R)R) 2 - = -1.\lrno(R), > 0 holds for all t > 0 if 
m 0 (R) > 0 or if = 0 and v0 (R) ~ 0. On the other R) stays 
for all nnQ'..-"'" time if and if one of the conditions 
holds 
(1) ~ 0 and vo(R) + ~ 0; 
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3.2. P(]FBs for repulsive n ;?: 3 case. YNe prove Theorem 1.7. From 
u 1JvulUlvH.c- 2.9 and all our task is to determine the that to 
and 1.10. 
Q, We h8N8 least 
> 0 fortE [0, 
R > 0 and so R) > 0. 
t E [0, we can choose Tb 




Thi.s R) -+ co as t -+ co (This also follows from 
R) = vo(R) > 0). For we omit the 
Differentiate with respect to R to obtain 
r(t) 1 
jC- AX(t)-(n-2) vo 
VIe put 
['1\i:) l 1 
~~==~~~~~ - I jc _ Ax-(n-2) - v0 '2 
Assun1e < 0. since ~, oo as t -+ co, 
<0 
holds for t we have B(t) -+ --co as t -+ oo, e.,nd 
so there exists a to ;?: 0 such that B(t0 ) ~ 0. Vve see that 
< 0 is a sufficient condition for finite-time breakdown. 
Next 'v~.re assurne = 0. Then, is monotone because 
YNe 
Then, 
exists a time to ;?: 0 such that ~ 0 if and if 
lU'olL'~""'" the case B ( t) = -oo). This condition is 
1 1 
VQ 2 R 
assume > 0. ·vve first consider the case ( g~~) 
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because -#tB(t) is as a,bove and his the time such that 






Vve consider the case :( It. However, in this case, B is 
monotone Therefore, B ;? B(O) = 1/vo > 0 for all t;? 0. D 
Remark 3.1. 
However, this argument is not 
is because the differentiation of 
the same as in [10]. 
to the case vo = 0. This 
the term 
more delicate 
1, 9. First note that we at least in a small time 
= R > 0. Since R) > 0 holds 
, we can find a tirne to > 0 such thi''"t 
= 0. Note that to can be chosen ~1nconr"n 
~- oo as t _, oo. IVIoreover, 
c smce ~ as t -+ oo. It reveals that 
< 0 then the characteristic curves must cross and so the solution 
breaks down in finite time Lemma 2.7. 
We now suppose Since 
X 1 ( t) ;? 0 for all t ;:?: 0, an of 
By a of variable the left hand side is to 
Rdz 
,/c- AR-(n-2)z-(n-2) 
Vfe temporally assmne that v0 > 0 and take the limit v0 1 0 later. This 
~ ~ >0 
Differentiation ~with respect R 
0 
omit t variable in and for a "While because the 
do not include any differentiation. An 
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calculation shows 
(3.1) 
O = ORX X {X/ R dz 
jc- Ax-Cn-2) R)C- AX-(n-2) + J1 jc- AR-(n-2)z-(n-2) 
RorC ~X/R C- AR-(n-2)z-(n-2) 
--- dz 
2C 1 (C _ AR-(n-2)z-(n-2J)3/2 
RorC ~X/R AR-(n-2)z-(n-2) 
--- dz 
2C 1 (C _ AR-(n-2)z-(n-2))3/2 
+ {X/R R(orAR-(n-2)- (n- 2)AR-(n-1))z-(n-2) dz 
J1 2 (C- AR-(n-2)z-(n-2))312 
ORX X {X/R dz 
jc- Ax-Cn-2) R)C- AX-(n-2) + J1 jc- AR-(n-2)z-(n-2) 
RorC {X/R dz 
2C }1 (C _ AR-(n-2)z-(n-2J)1/2 
( -orCAR + CorAR- (n- 2)AC) {X/R z-(n-2) d 
+ 2CRn-2 }1 (C _ AR-(n-2)z-(n-2J)3/2 z. 
It also holds that 
-orCAR + CorAR- (n- 2)AC _ (- v6A BrAR- (n- 2)A ) 
2CRn-2 - CRn-3 + 2CRn-2 VQ VQ. 
Now, let us show that 
(3.2) ! X/R z-(n-2) 2 ~~ ~= . 
volO 1 (C _ AR-(n-2)z-(n-2))3/2 AR-(n-2)(n- 2) 
Fix a small c > 0. Then, we have 
. ~X/R z-(n-2) 
hmv0 dz = 0, 
volO l+o ( C _ AR-(n-2) z-(n-2)) 3/2 
since the integral is uniformly bounded with respect to vo. Moreover, 
! l+o z-(n-2) vo dz 
1 ( C - AR-(n-2) z-(n-2)) 3/2 
2vo(1 +c) (1+" AR-(n-2l(n- 2)z-(n-1) 
,;::;; AR-(n-2)(n- 2) }1 2 (C- AR-(n-2)z-(n-2))3/2dz 
:< 2vo(1 +c) [(c _ AR-(n-2)) -~ _ (c _ AR-(n-2)(1 + c)-(n-2)) -~] 
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--t i'-lR-(n-'2) - 2) 
we have 
_j ___ _ 
I 2C 
Vie denote this B(t). 
Case 1~ \lle first assume that = 0. YNe put 
s clz 
calculation for s :> 1, 
and so G is monotone 
); ,--;. (1 - , we have 
dz '- 1 ~;====;====;" = ____ ·- __ -__ + 
/1 -- z-(n-2) v 1 - s-(n-2) 
1 
\/1 _ g-(n-2) 
One verLiles th9t if n = 3 then '"""".s--+CYo 
For any m > l ;? 4 and y E that 
(1- < (1-
dz 
the inverse map of 
- n~2 - 1'\ 
) 
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This gives Im < Iz for m > l ~ 4. If n = 4 then 
I4 = lim {N ((1- y-2)-~ - 1) dy 
N-H)O }1 
= lim ((N2 - 1)~- (N- 1)) = 1. N->oo 
Thus, we obtain 
Since 
lim G(s) = {~00 
S--->00 
1- In> 0 
if n = 3, 
if n = 4, 
ifn ~ 5. 
2v' R 
B(t) = G(X(t)jR)- ( 0) 112 , n-2C 
we conclude that there exists t0 E [O,oo) such that r(t0)::::; 0 if and only if 
(1) n = 3; 
(2) n = 4 and v0R < 0; 
(3) n ~ 5 and v0R < - (n-~VG (1- In)· 
Case 2. We assume that OrC(R) > 0. We write B(t) = H(X(t)j R). 
Then, it holds that 
d (n- 2)s-(n-2) RorC 
ds H(s) =- 2(1- s-(n-2))3/2 + -2C-:::-:-(1---s-'(-n----;;2"'"))-::-1/-;-;::2. 
Therefore, the minimum of H, hence of B, is 
(( (n-2)C)n~2) H 1 + RorC . 
The solution breaks down in finite time if and only if this value is less than 
or equal to zero. This leads us to the condition 
J(n- 2)R8rC ( (n- 2)C) 2(nn-2) 
vaR ::::; - 2 1 + RorC 
1 _n-2c~(R8rC_ 1) f(l+C~~~lf)r= dz 
2 2C J1 J1 _ z-(n-2) 
Using the identity 
((1 (n- 2)C) n~2 _ 1) ( 1 RorC ) ~ + RorC + (n-2)C 
+roo 1 ((1-y-2)-n~2 -1)dy, j f(1+ RBrC ) 2" (n-2)0 
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if n = 3 and 
if n = 4. 
VVe see 
0 and 
s::Uile a.rgument as in 
all t ? t* and so 
( t, 









= 0, then 
Then, since 
o( 0. Take 
for to( t*, 
for t ? t,. 
we omit R variable. 
~> C112 as t ~) 00. It 
< 0 then the characteristic curves must cross and 
so the solution breaks down in finite time Lemma 2.7. Differentiation of 
the fact that 
'l'Tith respect to R 
,R)+ R)- a· (A\ H- "'I.~ I 
, \c) 
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Hence, if 8r(A/C) 1f(n- 2) :::::; 0 then the solution breaks down no latter than 
t •. 
Thus, we assume OrC(R) ;:::: 0 and (8r(A/C)(R))1/(n-2) > 0 in the fol-
lowing. Notice that the latter condition is equivalent to the following two 
conditions: 
8rC < BrA(R-(n-2) +v6/A), (~) n~2 < (~:~) 
Step 1. We determine the condition that solution can be extended to 
timet= t •. Fort:::::; t., we have 
JR dy 
----r========;=="" - t X(t) V C - Ay-(n-2) - . 
Differentiation with respect to R yields 
1 r(t) 1 ~R 8rC- orAy-(n-2) 
---r=====;===="' - - - dy - 0 Jc _ AR-(n-2) Jc _ AX(t)-(n-2) 2 X(t) (C- Ay-(n-2))3/2 - . 
For 0 :::::; t < t., it holds that 
0 < Jc- AX(t)-(n-2):::::; Jc- AR-(n-2) =Ivai-
Therefore, r(t) has the same sign as 
r(t) 1 1 {R 8rC- 8rAy-(n-2) 
Bl(t) := Jc- AX-(n-2) = r;;;T- 2 lx(t) (C- Ay-(n-2))3/2dy. 
Taking time derivative, one verifies that B1 takes it minimum at t = h E 
[0, t.) such that 
( ( a A) n~2) X(t1, R) =min R, a:c . 
Note that (A/C)1/(n-2) < X(h) by assumption, and that (8rA/8rC) 1f(n- 2) < 
R is equivalent to 8rC > BrAR-(n-2). Since we have already known that 
r(O) = 1 > 0, the solution can be extended to the time t = t. UNLESS 
8rC > BrAR-(n-2) and 
1 1 {R 8rC - orAy-(n-2) 
Bl(tl) = r;;;T- 2 }((£x..A)6 (C- Ay-(n-2))3/2dy:::::; 0 
8rC 
is satisfied. Notice that this condition is a sufficient condition for finite-time 
breakdown. 
Step 2. We consider the condition that the solution can be extended 
from the time t = t. to t = oo. For simplicity, we suppose that solutions are 
extended to timet= t. (we keep assuming 0:::::; 8rC < BrA(R-(n-2) +v6/A) 
holds). Recall that, fort;:::: t., X'(t) = Jc- AX(t)-(n-2) ;:::: 0. As in the 
case Vo = 0, this inequality with X"(t) > 0 gives X(t) "' C112 t--; 00 as 
t --; 00. 
We define t •• as the time that t •• > t. and X(t •• ) = R. Then, we have 
t**- t* = {R 1 dy = t •. l(~)n=l Jc- Ay-(n-2) 
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for a.ll ? t,,. As i.n the step, we set 
and has the same -)co 
as r J t* because --' 0 as i; 1 t,,,. It holds 
that 
= 0 then is monotone nP,·"rP"~' 
solution can be extended 
1 1 Bo(t) = ---- ::_ 
~ · lvol 2 ? 0. 
(2) 
solution can be extended to = co if 
> 0. 
0 
Before to the two--dJ.mensioneJ case, let see that Theorem 
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and that 
_1 __ lvoiR 0 C _ CorA- AorC 
lvol 2C2 r 2C2 IvoiR 
_ (-1- + v6R2 +A 0 C _ orA ) _ I voiR 0 C 
- lvol 2C2 IvoiR r 2CivoiR C2 r 
2CR + R28rC- orA _ lvoiR 0 C 
2CivoiR C 2 r 
_ ( . ) (vo + Rv0 voR"" c) 
- s1gn vo C - C 2 ur 
= (signvo)Or (v~R), 
where we have used v6R2 +A= CR2 and 
2CR+ R28rC- orA 
= ( 2v6R + 2.\;;o) + ( 2vov0R2 +orA- 2.\;;o) -orA 
= 2voR(vo + Rv0). 
It also holds that 
1 
_ ~J,R(~r':i dz _ ~J,R2(~) dz 4-vA~· -vAc~ 
1 v1 - z-2 1 2v:z=--T 
= VAC-2JR:C -1 = lv~R-
From Propositions 1.8, 1.9, and 1.10, we see that 8rC < 0 is the sufficient 
condition for blow-up. Moreover, the PCFB in the case arC= 0 is 
(arC)~ (Co A_ A[) C)~ 0 (voR) = vo + Rv0 O C2 r r +r C C < 
if vo > 0, 
Rv0 < o 
if vo = 0, and 
(arC)~ (Co A_ A[) C)~_ 8 (voR) 28 (voR) = vo + Rv0 0 C2 r r r C +r C C < 
if vo < 0. Hence, the PCFB is summarized as vo + Rv0 < 0. 
Let us proceed to the case arC > 0. If vo > 0 then Proposition 1.8 implies 
that the PCFB is OrC < OrAR-2 '** vo + Rv0 < C /vo and 
1 
(8rC)2 1 (voR) C2(C8rA-A8rC)z +or C (0. (3.3) 
We put a= vo+Rv0, (3 = voR8rC/C > 0, and ry = 8rC(C8rA-A8rC)/C2 . 
Note that, by assumption, we have 0 < A/C < R2 < 8rA/8rC, which 
implies ry > 0. Then, (3.3) can be written as a ( (3 - ,_fY. We make 
this condition clearer. An elementary computation shows that o := ry + 
2a(J- (32 = 2R8rC > 0, and that 0- 2a(J = RDrC(-org+orAR-2 ) > 0. The 
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condition is stronger than < 
H > 0 and vo = 0, then it '""''"''"-LLacc".Y 
that o; ~ is the PCFB. 
·CY ;( p ---- < 0 is reduced 
:( --\/2R8rC. This 
·\Ne nc;xt consider the case > 0 and vo < 0. 1.10 
the PCFR If ~ 8rA.R- 2 , then the condition is 
the above notations oo, /3, (, and a. 
Note that the hand side is 
it is also \Nritten as a :( 
then th.e condition is 










is we also have /3 < 0 and 
, = a - Y/i!e now show that oo ;?: {3 bads to the contra.diction. 




/3+ < 0. 
c 
o-
cannot be since > 0 and 
.. f'Y :(: la--;51 = 
shov.r that 
c 















+2at+ "vve see that 
+2R 
A\ 1 ~'1\ + 1 ')R ( V2 + n \ I T -~"" \ 0 P.2 ) 
j \ H 
\1 \) ::( 0. 
/ / 
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D 
3.3. PCFBs for repulsive 2D case. We finally prove the two-dimensional 
case. Though we can calculate the characteristic curve in an implicit way 
([10]), we use the argument similar to the previous n?: 3 case. 
Proof of Proposition 1.13. We first note that X'(t,R)?: vo(R) > 0, Vt?: 0 
follows from the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.8. Then, 
X(t, R) --+ oo as t--+ oo, and, by (2.5), 
{X(t,R) dy 
}R Jvo(R)2+A(R)log(y/R) =t. 
for all t ?: 0. For simplicity, we omit the R variable in the following. Differ-
entiate this with respect to R to get 
r(t) _ ~ _ ~ (X(t) 2vov0- A/ R + 8rAlog(y/R) dy = O. 
X'(t) vo 2 }R (v5 + Alog(y/R))3/2 
We put 
B(t) := r(t) = ~ + ~ {X(t) 2vov0- A/ R + 8rAlog(y/ R) dy. 
X'(t) v0 2}R (v5+Alog(y/R))3/2 
Since X'(t) > 0 for all t?: 0, B(t) and r(t) has the same sign. Since BrA?: 0 
by definition, the right hand side is positive for all time if 2vov0 -A/ R ?: 0. 
Now, we suppose 2vov0- A/ R < 0. Recall that X(t) --+ oo as t --+ oo and 
that A and vo are independent of time. If BrA = 0 then one sees that there 
exist to > 0 such that 
{X(to) dy 
} R (v5 +A log(y/ R))312 
2 
vol2vov0 -A/ Rl 
since J:(t)(v5 + Alog(y/R))-312dy--+ oo as t--+ oo. This implies r(to) = 
B(to) = 0, which lead to finite-time breakdown. Let us proceed to the case 
BrA > 0. An elementary computation shows that the minimum of B is 
( !!x_Q) B e- &rA . Therefore, under the assumption v0v0 -A/ R < 0 and BrA > 0, 
there exists a time to such that r(to) :( 0 if and only if 
1 11exp( -~) 8rC +BrA logy d 
-+- -:-':-:---,--c.--:-:::::-;;,. y~O 
vo 2 R (C + Alogy)3/2 "" · 
D 
Proof of Proposition 1.14. Let us begin with pointing out that the exactly 
same argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.9 shows X'(t, R) > 0 for all 
t > 0 and X(t, R) --+ oo as t--+ oo. We omit R variable in the following. As 
in the proof of Proposition 1.9, we temporarily suppose that vo > 0 and let 
vo --+ 0 later. Integration of (2.5) gives 
l X(t) dy -----r~===;o~=;=~ - t 
R vv5+Alog(y/R)-. 
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Bv 
J of variable z = the left hand side is 
I-Ience, differentiRtion INith resrJect .... R 
0 
For a V·le omit also t 'rariable. A.n 
-y 
C = --- . "c 









I 0 '' ... v0 + ilwg z 
dz 
since the bounded with respect to vo. I·loreover, 
4 ~ d'"-' 
')z(v2 _L 4. J. O" '/ )3/2 .0 <-~ 0 I .i. • 6 .'V J 
as vo -1 0. 
vo 
d.z ., 2vo 
\3/2 ;:::-; ~A. 
Z) 
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Taking the limit vo l 0 in (3.4), 
O = EJRX _ X/R + _1_ {X/R ___:!:!._ 
A112yflog(X/R) A112yflog(X/R) A112 J1 y10gZ 
REJrA {X/R dz 2Rvb 
- 2A3/2 }1 y10gZ- --::1' 
Thus, we have 
B t ·- EJRX(t) 
().- yflog(X(t)/R) 
X(t)jR {X(t)/R dz 
yflog(X(t)/R) J1 y10gZ 
REJrA J,X(t)/R dz 2Rvb 
+-- ---+--2A 1 y10gZ A1/2 · 
Case 1. We first assume that 8rA = 0. We put 
s t dz 
G(s) := y10gS- }1 vrogz· 
An elementary calculation shows G'(s) = -(1/2)(logs)-312 < 0 for s > 1, 
and so G is monotone decreasing. We also see that G' is not integrable, and 
so that lim8 _.00 G(s) = -oo. Since 
2Rv' 
B(t) = G(X(t)/R) + A1lg, 
we conclude that there always exists toE (0, oo) such that r(to) = 0. 
Case 2. We next assume that 8rA > 0. We write B(t) =: H(X(t)/R). 
Then, it holds that 
1 REJrA 
2(logs)3/2 + 2A(logs)1/2' 
A 
Therefore, the minimum of H, hence of B, is H(eRBrA ). The solution breaks 
down in finite time if and only if this value is less than or equal to zero. This 
leads to the condition 
D 
Proof of Proposition 1.15. If A(R) = 0, then X'(t,R) = vo(R) < 0 for all 
t ;? 0. Therefore, we deduce from Lemma 2. 7 that the solution breaks down 
no latter than t = R/lvo(R)I. Hence, we assume A(R) > 0. Then, since 
X'(O,R) = vo(R) < 0, X'(t) = -Jv0 (R) 2 +A(R)log(X(t,R)/R) as long 
as X' (t, R) ~ 0. Put 
{R dy R rv§!A dz 
t* = }Re-v§/A Jv6 + Alog(y/R) = A 112ev5JA J1 vrogz· 
Then, one sees that, for t E [0, t*), X(t, R) > X(t*, R) = Re-v5/A > 0 and 
X'(t, R) < X'(t*, R) = 0. Since X"(t*, R) > 0, the same argument as in the 
83 
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proof of L 9 shows that R) ;?; 0 for all t ;?; t, and so that 
_ f -,/uo(R)2 +A(R)log(X(t,R)/R), fort~ 
-'l-Jvo(R) 2 + A(R) log(X(t, R)/ R), fort;?; t, 
R) -+ oo as t -+ oo is also deduced. VIe omit R variable in the 
Differentiation of the , R) = with respecc to R 
/ ! 1 --
\ 
if (v6/A) ;?; 1 then the solution breaks down no latter than 
t = t*. Thus, vve assume < 1 in the This is 
to < R + (v5/A)3rA and to -C/A < 
L 'vVe first consider the condition tha.t solution can be extended to 
time t = t*. For i: ~ t,,, vve have 
Differentiation with respect to R 
1 1 
2 
0<-/C+A X(t) ~ -jc + AlogR = ]vol 
holds. r(t) has the same 
r(t) 






one verifies that E\ takes it m.inimum at t = t1 E 
note that Also note 
that 
/ -R _ (_8rv5-A/R\I 
exp ( -!C\1 - exp 1 • 
, Urfl \ ) 
Since we have known that f(O) = 1 > 0, the solution can be extended 
to the tin1.e t = t,,, UN-LESS > A/Rand 
is satisfied. Notice that this condition is a sufficient condition for finite-time 
breakdown. 
Step 2:. Vve next consider the condition that the solution can be extended 
from the time t = t,, to t = oo. For we suppose that solutions 
are extended to time t = t* (we < + 
Recall fort> t*, )C(t) = > 0. 
IVIULTI-DIMENSIONAL CmAPRESSIBLE EULER-POISSON EQUATIONS 
VVe define 
have 
as a time such that 






step j v'le set 
l 1 
~-+-lvol 2 
R. Then, ·we 
= t,, 
B2(t) and f(t) has the same 
t 1 t* because > 0 ;:1nd 
vVe also note that 8 2 -> oo as 
-+ 0 as t 1 t*. It holds that 
suppose 
takes it minimum at t = t2 such that 
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